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Why phrases / multiword expressions?

• Advantages

• More specific concepts     clinton  vs.  hillary clinton

• Different word senses       social  vs.  social security

• Disadvantages

• Sparsity

• Overlaps
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Nobel Prize example:  http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=28833
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N-grams need filtering
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Table 3: n-grams for one sentence from H.R.5893 - Ansel Adams Act [SEC. 3(b)], excluding
n-grams that contain punctuation. Meaningful phrases are highlighted, as judged by the authors.

Unit of Analysis Meaningful Text

Sentence
{Should a Federal agency seek to restrict photography of its installations or
personnel, it shall obtain a court order that outlines the national security or
other reasons for the restriction. }

Tokens

{Should}, {a}, {Federal}, {agency}, {seek}, {to}, {restrict},
{photography}, {of}, {its}, { installations}, {or}, {personnel}, {it},
{shall}, {obtain}, {a}, {court}, {order}, {that}, {outlines}, { the},
{national}, {security}, {or}, {other}, {reasons}, {for}, {the}, {restriction}

Bigrams

{Should a}, {a Federal}, {Federal agency}, {agency seek}, {seek to}, {to
restrict}, {restrict photography}, {photography of}, {of its}, {its installa-
tions}, {installations or}, {or personnel}, {personnel it}, {it shall}, {shall
obtain}, {obtain a}, {a court}, {court order}, {order that}, {that out-
lines}, {outlines the}, {the national}, {national security}, {security or},
{or other}, {other reasons}, {reasons for}, {for the}, {the restriction}

Trigrams

{Should a Federal}, {a Federal agency}, {Federal agency seek}, {agency
seek to}, {seek to restrict}, {to restrict photography}, {restrict photogra-
phy of}, {photography of its}, {of its installations}, {its installations or},
{installations or personnel}, {or personnel it}, {personnel it shall}, {it
shall obtain}, {shall obtain a}, {obtain a court}, {a court order}, {court or-
der that}, {order that outlines}, {that outlines the}, {outlines the national},
{the national security}, {national security or}, {security or other}, {or
other reasons}, {other reasons for}, {reasons for the}, {for the restriction}

definition—for example, a noun can be an object of a preposition or the argument of a verb.

2. A verb often describes an action, event, or change of state. Many verbs have noun arguments:

for example, the subject of the verb on the left, and the object on the right.

3. There are a small number of prepositions, including words such as “of,” “in,” “at,” and “by.”

They can take a noun on their right side, together forming a prepositional phrase, which can

modify nouns or verbs to the left.

These are very simplified and incomplete characterizations of just a few parts of speech, to give a

flavor of the linguistic phenomena they are intended to describe. We will also talk about adjectives,
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N-gram filtering

1. Statistical collocations
• e.g. Dunning 1993

2. Grammatical information
• e.g. Justeson and Katz 1995

5
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Part-of-Speech Example – Ansel Adams Act

Part of speech tagging has relatively high accuracy
(compared to other NLP tasks...)
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Demo: Part-of-speech patterns
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Sloths     NNS
are        VBP
mammals    NNS

[...]

They       PRP
are        VBP
named      VBN
after      IN
the        DT
capital    NN
sin        NN
of         IN
sloth      NN
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Pattern: N
dr., sloths, half, america, fingers, birth, bodies, attackers, dwellers, germany

Pattern: NN
toed sloths, central america, sloth fur, b. pygmaeus, national park, toed sloths, toed 
sloths, toed sloth, costa rica, bradypus torquatus

Pattern: AN
stubby tails, most sloths, metabolic adaptations, tiny ears, specialized claws, most 
mammals, female moths, special problems, monophyletic group, curved claws

Pattern: (A|N)*N
phylogeny, sloths, toed sloth, sloths, birth, sloth, placental mammals, types, snouts, 
cecropia

Pattern: (A|N)*N
institute, strong body, trunk, ecuador, shasta ground, superorder, 13 ft, 60 million 
years, defenselessness, ground sloths

Pattern: (A|N){3}N
small ground sloths acratocnus, study testing sloth sleep, manuel antonio national park, 
testing sloth sleep patterns, many megafaunal ground sloths, many other rainforest 
animals, fur hosts two species, huge ground sloths megalonyx

Pattern: NPN
group of mammals, visits to ground, jungles of central, island in panama, speed during 
emergency, range of economy, lineage of ground, deaths in costa, relationships with 
moths, tribes in ecuador
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Noun Phrase (NP) patterns

9

• Noun phrases: can stand alone in a list of terms

• Recognition:  compositionality of language

• BaseNP  =  (Adj | Noun)* Noun

• PP   =  Prep Det* BaseNP

• NP  =  BaseNP PP*
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Noun Phrase (NP) patterns

9

• Noun phrases: can stand alone in a list of terms

• Recognition:  compositionality of language

• BaseNP  =  (Adj | Noun)* Noun

• PP   =  Prep Det* BaseNP

• NP  =  BaseNP PP*

ShortNP Part-of-Speech Patterns – Topical Content

Tag Pattern Example

AN equal employment

NN research project

AAN local educational agency

ANN recreational land resource

NAN health related service

NNN health care provider

NPN election by majority

(Justeson and Katz, 1995)

• Justeson and Katz (1995):  restricted to bigrams and trigrams
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Grammar!
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Appendix: FullNP Grammar

The following foma grammar defines the rewrite phrase transducer P :

# POS tag categories. "Coarse" refer to the Petrov Univeral tag set.
# We directly use PTB tags, but for Twitter, we assume they’ve been
# preprocessed to coarse tags.
# CD is intentionally under both Adj and Noun.
define Adj1 [JJ | JJR | JJS | CD | CoarseADJ];
define Det1 [DT | CoarseDET];
define Prep1 [IN | TO | CoarseADP];
define Adv1 [RB | RBR | RBS | CoarseADV];
# Note that Twitter and coarse tags subsume some of this under VERB.
define VerbMod1 [Adv1 | RP | MD | CoarsePRT];
# PTB FW goes to CoarseX, but we’re excluding CoarseX since for Gimpel et al.’s
# Twitter tags, that’s usually non-constituent-participating things like URLs.
define Noun [NN | NNS | NNP | NNPS | FW | CD | CoarseNOUN | CoarseNUM];
define Verb [VB | VBD | VBG | VBN | VBP | VBZ | CoarseVERB];
define AnyPOS [O | Adj1|Det1|Prep1|Adv1|VerbMod1|Noun|Verb |

CoarseDOT|CoarseADJ|CoarseADP|CoarseADV|CoarseCONJ|CoarseDET|
CoarseNOUN|CoarseNUM|CoarsePRON|CoarsePRT|CoarseVERB|CoarseX

]
define Lparen ["-LRB-" | "-LSB-" | "-LCB-"]; # Twitter doesnt have this.
define Rparen ["-RRB-" | "-RSB-" | "-RCB-"];
# Ideally, auxiliary verbs would be VerbMod, but PTB gives them VB* tags.

# single-word coordinations
define Adj Adj1 [CC Adj1]*;
define Det Det1 [CC Det1]*;
define Adv Adv1 [CC Adv1]*;
define Prep Prep1 [CC Prep1]*;
define VerbMod VerbMod1 [CC VerbMod1]*;

# NP (and thus BaseNP) have to be able to stand on their own. They are not
# allowed to start with a determiner, since it’s usually extraneous for our
# purposes. But when we want an NP right of something, we need to allow
# optional determiners since they’re in between.
define BaseNP [Adj|Noun]* Noun;
define PP Prep+ [Det|Adj]* BaseNP;
define ParenP Lparen AnyPOSˆ{1,50} Rparen;
define NP1 BaseNP [PP | ParenP]*;
define NP NP1 [CC [Det|Adj]* NP1]*;

regex NP -> START ... END;
write att compiled_fsts/NP.attfoma
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Full Syntax Parser?

11
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Full Syntax Parsers Don’t Work

12

Curse from the 1990s:
Penn Treebank’s flat NPs

Supervised learning 
parsers can’t escape 
annotation assumptions
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• Procedure
1. Run a POS tagger
2. Extract phrases.

Use both unigrams and phrases in doc-term matrix
3. Run your favorite statistical text algorithm

• Topic models!  Scaling!  TF-IDF!  PMI!  Monroe et al. z-scores!

4. Term merging when viewing a ranked term list
• Merging rules: string overlap or co-occurrence

• Evaluation: Traditional NER
• Interactive news exploration

• Congressional bills

13
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Most frequent terms

14

Data Set Method Ranked List

Twitter unigrams snow, #tcot, al, dc, gore
JK al gore’s, snake oil science, snow in dc, mine safety

NPFST al gore’s, snake oil science, 15 months, snow in dc,
*bunch of snake oil science

Old Bailey unigrams jacques, goodridge, rust, prisoner, sawtell
ConsitParse the prisoner, the warden, the draught, the fleet, the house

JK middlesex jury, public house, warrant of attorney, baron perryn, justice grose

NPFST middlesex jury, public house, warrant of attorney, baron perryn,
*middlesex jury before lord loughborough

NYT unigrams will, united, one, government, new
ConstitParse he united states, the government, the agreement, the president, the white house

JK united states, united nations, white house, health care, prime minister

NPFST united states, united nations, white house, health care,
*secretary of state warren christopher

Table 3: Ranked lists of representative terms for unigrams, ConstitParse, JK, and NPFST. For NPSFT, we include the highest-
ranked phrase of length four or more (on its own line, denoted by *) in order to highlight the kinds of longer phrases that JK is
unable to extract. For the Twitter data set, we omit results for ConstitParse because there is no reliable constituent parser for tweets.

1993 and 2014. We created this data set by scraping
the Library of Congress website.17 We used Stan-
ford CoreNLP to tokenize and POS tag the bills. We
removed numbers and punctuation, and discarded all
terms that occurred in fewer than five bills. We also
augmented each bill with its author, its final outcome
(e.g., did it survive committee deliberations, did it
pass a floor vote in the Senate) from the Congres-
sional Bills Project (Adler and Wilkerson, 2014),
and its major topic area (Purpura and Hillard, 2006).

For our case study, we focused on a subset of
488 bills, introduced between 2013 and 2014, that
are primarily about law and crime. We chose this
subset because we anticipated that it would clearly
highlight partisan policy differences. For exam-
ple, the bills include legislation about immigration
enforcement and about incarceration of low-level
offenders—two areas where Democrats and Repub-
licans tend to have very different policy preferences.

5.2 Partisan Terms
We used NPFST to extract phrases from the bills,
and then created ranked lists of terms for each party
using the informative Dirichlet18 feature selection

17http://congress.gov/
18In order to lower the z-scores of uninformative, high-

frequency terms, we set the Dirichlet hyperparameters to be
proportional to the term counts from our full data set of bills.

method of Monroe et al. (2008). This method
computes a z-score for each term that reflects how
strongly that term is associated with Democrats
over Republicans—a positive z-score indicates that
Democrats are more likely to use the term, while
a negative z-score indicates that Republications are
more likely to use the term. We merged the highest-
ranked terms for each party, aggregating terms only
if one term was a substring of another and if the
terms were very likely to co-occur in a single bill,19

to form ranked lists of representative terms. Finally,
for comparison, we also used the same approach to
create ranked lists of unigrams, one for each party.

Figure 3 depicts z-score versus term count, while
table 4 lists the twenty highest-ranked terms. The
unigram lists suggest that Democratic lawmakers fo-
cus more on legislation related to mental health, ju-
venile offenders, and possibly domestic violence,
while Republican lawmakers focus more on illegal
immigration. However, many of the highest-ranked
unigrams are highly ambiguous when stripped from
their surrounding context. For example, we do
not know whether “domestic” refers to “domes-
tic violence,” “domestic terrorism,” or “domestic
programs” without manually reviewing the origi-

19We used the correlation between the terms’ tf-idf vectors
determine how likely the terms were to co-occur in a single bill.

t
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Evaluation: named entities

Twitter
(persons, brands...)

BioNLP
(proteins)

NYT
(persons, orgs...)

(a) WNUT (b) BioNLP (c) NYT

Figure 2: Recall versus yield for AllNGrams(K) with K = 1, . . . , 6, ConstitParse, JK, (SimpleNP, K =1, GreedyFSA), and
NPFST. A good method should have a low yield, but high recall—i.e., the best methods are in the top-left corner of each plot. For
visual clarity, the y-axis starts at 0.5. We omit yield and recall values for AllNGrams(K) with K > 6 because recall approaches an
asymptote. For the WNUT data set, we omit yield and recall values for ConstitParse because there is no reliable constituent parser
for tweets. As described in §4.1, we also show yield and recall values for NPFST run on input lattices (denoted by 0.01 and 0.001).

Figure 2 depicts recall versus yield11 for NPFST
and the following baseline methods: AllNGrams(K)
with different values of K, ConstitParse,12 JK, and
(SimpleNP, K=1, GreedyFSA). Because the yield
and recall values for (SimpleNP, K =3, FilterFSA)
are the same as those of JK, we omit these values
from figure 2. We also omit yield and recall val-
ues for (FullNP, K =1, FilterEnum) and (FullNP,
K = 1, FilterFSA) because they are identical to
those of NPFST. Finally, we omit yield and recall
values for (FullNP, K = 1, GreedyFSA) because
our implementation of GreedyFSA (using standard
Python libraries) is too slow to use with FullNP.

A good method should have a low yield, but
high recall—i.e., the best methods are in the top-
left corner of each plot. The pattern-based methods
all achieved high recall, with a considerably lower
yield than AllNGrams(K). ConstitParse achieved
a lower yield than NPFST, but also achieved lower
recall. JK performed worse than NPFST, in part
because it can only extract 2- and 3-grams, and,
for example, the BioNLP data set contains men-
tions of proteins that are as long as eleven tokens
(e.g., “Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
(CaMK) type IV/Gr”). Finally, (SimpleNP, K=1,
GreedyFSA) performed much worse than JK be-
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11The WNUT data set is already tokenized; however, we ac-
cidentally re-tokenized it in our experiments. Figure 2 therefore
only depicts yield and recall for the 1,278 (out of 1,795) tweets
for which our re-tokenization matched the original tokenization.

12We used the Stanford CoreNLP shift–reduce parser.

Method Time

AllNGrams(1) 44.4 ms
ConstitParse 825.3 ms

JK 45.3 ms
(SimpleNP, K=3, FilterFSA) 46.43 ms

(SimpleNP, K=1, GreedyFSA) 39.34 ms

NPFST 82.2 ms

Table 2: Timing results for AllNGrams(1), ConstitParse,
JK, (SimpleNP, K = 3, FilterFSA), (SimpleNP, K = 1,
GreedyFSA), and NPFST on ten articles from the BioNLP data
set; AllNGrams(1) is equivalent to AllNGrams(56) in this con-
text. The pattern-based methods’ times include POS tagging
(37.1 ms), while ConstitParse’s time includes parsing (748 ms).

For the WNUT data set, NPFST’s recall was rela-
tively low (91.8%). To test whether some of its false
negatives were due to POS-tagging errors, we used
NPFST’s ability to operate on an input lattice with
multiple tags for each position. Specifically, we con-
structed an input lattice I using the tags for each po-
sition whose posterior probability was at least t. We
experimented with t = 0.01 and t = 0.001. These
values increased recall to 96.2% and 98.3%, respec-
tively, in exchange for only a slightly higher yield
(lower than that of AllNGrams(2)). We suspect that
we did not see a greater increase in yield, even for
t = 0.001, because of posterior calibration (Nguyen
and O’Connor, 2015; Kuleshov and Liang, 2015).

• Evaluation difficult:  use previously defined named entity 
tasks as partial proxy

• Compare: lexicon construction, keyphrase extraction

• Multitagging: allow any tag with posterior > 0.01

• versus 1-best tagging 
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Figure 1: The ROOKIE interface running on a corpus of New York Times articles about Haiti. The user has queried for “United
States.” The interface features linked visualization and summarization views: (A) an interactive timeline, (B) SUBJECTS-SUM
showing automatically-generated related subjects, and (C) SENTENCE-SUM showing sentence summaries. The temporal spikes
indicate major events such as a 1994 U.S. intervention in Haiti and a 2004 military coup. Related subjects include specific actors
in some of these events (Jean-Bertrand Aristide, President Clinton) as well as long-running topics (human rights). Users can click
and drag along the timeline to investigate specific time periods.

ABSTRACT
News archives offer an invaluable primary source for under-
standing the history behind current events. But current search
engine tools do a poor job at uncovering broad themes and
narratives across documents. We propose ROOKIE: an inter-
active exploratory search tool which joins visualization and
summarization at different levels of resolution to help users
make sense of news archives.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous

Author Keywords
exploratory search; summarization; visualization
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Congressional bills

• 97,221 U.S. congressional bills 1993–2014

• 269,601,458 total tokens

• NP extraction in a few hours

• Analysis

• Partisan ranking by Dirichlet-based z-scores
(Monroe, Colaresi, Quinn 2008)
488 bills: law and crime, 2013–2014

• Topic model
All bills in 2013
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Method Party Ranked List

unigrams Democrat and, deleted, health, mental, domestic, inserting, grant, programs, prevention, violence, program,
striking, education, forensic, standards, juvenile, grants, partner, science, research

Republican any, offense, property, imprisoned, whoever, person, more, alien, knowingly, officer, not, united,
intent, commerce, communication, forfeiture, immigration, official, interstate, subchapter

NPFST Democrat mental health, juvenile justice and delinquency prevention act, victims of domestic violence,
child support enforcement act of u.s.c., fiscal year, child abuse prevention and treatment act,
omnibus crime control and safe streets act of u.s.c., date of enactment of this act,
violence prevention, director of the national institute, former spouse,
section of the foreign intelligence surveillance act of u.s.c., justice system, substance abuse
criminal street gang, such youth, forensic science, authorization of appropriations, grant program

Republican special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the united states, interstate or foreign commerce,
federal prison, section of the immigration and nationality act,
electronic communication service provider, motor vehicles, such persons, serious bodily injury,
controlled substances act, department or agency, one year, political subdivision of a state,
civil action, section of the immigration and nationality act u.s.c., offense under this section,
five years, bureau of prisons, foreign government, explosive materials, other person

Table 4: Ranked lists of unigrams and representative phrases of length two or more for Democrats and Republicans.

Our open-source implementation of NPFST is
available at http://slanglab.cs.umass.edu/phrases/.
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Sparsity

19

(a) unigrams (b) NPFST

Figure 3: z-score versus term count. Each dot represents a single term and is sized according to that term’s z-score. Terms that are
more likely to be used by Democrats are shown in blue; terms that are more likely to be used by Republicans are shown in dark red.

nal bills (e.g., using a keyword-in-context inter-
face (O’Connor, 2014)). Moreover, many of the
highest-ranked Republican unigrams, such as “com-
munication,” are not unique to law and crime.

In contrast, the phrase-based lists are less am-
biguous and much more interpretable. They include
names of bills (which are often long) and important
concepts, such as “mental health,” “victims of do-
mestic violence,” “interstate or foreign commerce,”
and “explosive materials.” These lists suggest that
Democratic lawmakers have a very strong focus on
programs to prevent child abuse and domestic vio-
lence, as well as issues related to mental health and
gang violence. Republican lawmakers appear to fo-
cus on immigration and incarceration. This focus on
immigration is not surprising given the media cov-
erage between 2013 and 2014; however, there was
much less media coverage of a Democratic focus on
crime-related legislation during that time period.

These results suggest that social scientists will
be less likely to draw incorrect conclusions from
ranked lists of terms if they include multiword
phrases. Because phrases are less ambiguous than
unigrams, social scientists can more quickly dis-
cover meaningful term-based associations for fur-
ther exploration, without undertaking a lengthy pro-
cess to validate their interpretation of the terms.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Social scientists typically use a unigram BOW
representation when analyzing text corpora, even
though unigram analyses do not preserve meaning-
ful multiword phrases. To address this limitation,
we presented a new phrase-based method, NPFST,
for enriching a unigram BOW. NPFST is suitable for
many different kinds of English text; it does not re-
quire any specialized configuration or annotations.

We compared NPFST to several other methods
for extracting phrases, focusing on yield, recall, effi-
ciency, and interpretability. As desired, NPFST has
a low yield and high recall, and efficiently extracts
highly interpretable phrases. Finally, to demonstrate
the usefulness of NPFST for social scientists, we
used NPFST to explore partisan differences in U.S.
congressional legislation about law and crime. We
found that the phrases extracted by NPFST were less
ambiguous and more interpretable than unigrams.

In the future, we plan to use NPFST in combina-
tion with other text analysis methods, such as topic
modeling; we have already obtained encouraging
preliminary results. We have also experimented with
modifying the FullNP grammar to select broader
classes of phrases, such as subject–verb and verb–
object constructions (though we anticipate that more
structured syntactic parsing approaches will eventu-
ally be useful for these kinds of constructions).
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LDA Output With Unigrams and ShortNP’s

Largest

Cluster

Terms (domain stop-terms removed)

8/15

{training}, {education}, {employment},
{workforce}, {service}, {job}, {activity}, {state},
{individual}, {program}, {include}, {labor}, {skill},
{local}, {area}

12/16

{educational agency}, {local educational agency},
{state educational agency}, {professional devel-

opment}, {secondary school}, {technical assistance},
{such agency}, {higher education}, {elementary

school}, {public school}, {student performance},
{state plan}, {education act}, {such child}, {national
education}, {number of children}

unigrams

phrases

One LDA topic from 2013 congressional bills
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Table 5: Our SHORTNP part-of-speech patterns for bigram and trigram noun phrases, from Juste-
son and Katz (1995) (see also Manning and Schütze (1999, p. 154)), with example phrases from
our bill texts.

Tag Pattern Example

AN equal employment
NN federal research
AAN extremely hazardous material
ANN recreational land resource
NAN health related service
NNN foreign agricultural commodities
NPN election by majority

Table 6: Our SHORTVP verb-argument patterns. (Note that these do not always correspond to
traditional linguistic notions of a verb phrase.)

Tag Pattern Example

VN reduce funding
VAN encourage dissenting members
VNN restrict federal agencies
VPN prescribe in paragraph
ANV eligible employee means
NVV benefits are determined
VDN establish a commission

Table 7: Fifteen additional verb-phrases recovered from the complete text of H.R.5893 - Ansel
Adams Act (a bill preventing government agencies from restricting photography at national parks),
introduced in the 113th Congress.

{enacted regulations}, {restrict photography}, {prohibit photography}, {threatened pho-
tographers}, {obtain permits}, {buy insurance}, {are abridgments}, {are speech}, {bring
home}, {make yosemite}, {allow restrictions}, {require fees}, {build public support},
{restrict federal agencies}, {buy insurance policies}

14

Verb-Obj

Verb-PP
Subj-Verb
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son and Katz (1995) (see also Manning and Schütze (1999, p. 154)), with example phrases from
our bill texts.

Tag Pattern Example

AN equal employment
NN federal research
AAN extremely hazardous material
ANN recreational land resource
NAN health related service
NNN foreign agricultural commodities
NPN election by majority

Table 6: Our SHORTVP verb-argument patterns. (Note that these do not always correspond to
traditional linguistic notions of a verb phrase.)

Tag Pattern Example

VN reduce funding
VAN encourage dissenting members
VNN restrict federal agencies
VPN prescribe in paragraph
ANV eligible employee means
NVV benefits are determined
VDN establish a commission

Table 7: Fifteen additional verb-phrases recovered from the complete text of H.R.5893 - Ansel
Adams Act (a bill preventing government agencies from restricting photography at national parks),
introduced in the 113th Congress.

{enacted regulations}, {restrict photography}, {prohibit photography}, {threatened pho-
tographers}, {obtain permits}, {buy insurance}, {are abridgments}, {are speech}, {bring
home}, {make yosemite}, {allow restrictions}, {require fees}, {build public support},
{restrict federal agencies}, {buy insurance policies}
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Verb-Obj

Verb-PP
Subj-Verb

[At some point dependency/semantic parsing becomes preferable?]
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Party Association of ShortVP’s Containing “increase”

Republican Sponsored Bills

Term Rep. Total

increase(s/ed/ing) ordinary loss 40 49
increase(s/ed/ing) project cost 26 32
increase(s/ed/ing) maximum penalty 16 21
increase(s/ed/ing) punishment 23 31
increase(s/ed/ing) contribution limit 14 19

Democrat Sponsored Bills

Term

Dem. Total

increase(s/ed/ing) federal financial (aid) 29 35

increase(s/ed/ing) diversity 25 31

increase(s/ed/ing) sequestration 29 36

increase(s/ed/ing) wages 22 28

increase(s/ed/ing) accessibility 83 106
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• Part-of-speech patterns allow fast and simple extraction 
of phrases for statistical text analysis

• Work in many domains
(politics is especially appropriate?)

• Noun phrases are a useful default;
or, write your own grammar

• Linguistic representations for future text-as-data 
research?

• phrasemachine: open-source implementation in R and 
Python (basic NP grammar)

• http://slanglab.cs.umass.edu/phrasemachine/

• https://github.com/slanglab/phrasemachine
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